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"UP AGAINST THE WALL & OFF THE 
RESERVATION, MOTHERFUCKER i "

Shoshone Indians in full war paint, 
carrying rifles and giving blood curdling : 
war crys are putting white hunters up 
against the wall and running them off the 
reservations in Nevada.

"They looked up and saw us coming 
.down on them, and they didn't even have 
time to get their trucks formed into o. 
circle, they started pleading and crying, 
it was sickening, one of them went berserk 
and tried to give us cigarette lighters 
and mirrors, saying they were magic, 
'look, fire comes from silver oox'. It 
was really sad. W«_- gave them 15 min. 
to get off the reservation ha 1, you 
should have seen them go'."

Spokesman for the renegades, Rolling 
Cloud said, "The white man has raped 
his own land, now he comes to rape what 
little we have. 'Hie white man wastes our 
meat while our people go hungry."

Stanley Smart, a Shonon^ Indian, was 
convicted Oct.11 for possession of deer 
out of season. Smart contends that as 
an Indian he has the right to hunt any 
where regardless of seasons made by the 
white man.  

Rolling Cloud, "'We're not making 
threats to anyone, we- just want to feed 
our people, we'll a*e whatever means 
necessary."
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Pink is the color of- love
because when you kiss soneone you turn

pink 
sometimes. The color of love is like a

Pinkest color. 
If you love someone you either kiss them

on the lips or Fuck them. 
-Edwin (4th grader, P.S. 166, Harlem)

LNS

King just got killed. Inevitable. I used 
to wont to die from natural causes until 
I realized murder is the most natural cause 
of all. War, assasination, murder. The 
stupid killer shot him in the throat, we 
heard, <* probably figures he cut off King's 
balls. That's not what happens. They get 
transferred. Kennedy's got transferred to 
American students, Malcolm X's to black 
people -- King's to ae a bit, where elsd? 
If I die by any method other than assasina 
tion I haven't lived as boldly as I intend 
to.

--Grass prophet
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REVOLUTIONARY LETTER #k

Left to themselves people
grow their hair.
Left to themselves they
take- off their shoes .
Left to themselves they make love
sleep easily
share blankets, dope and children
they ar«j aot lazy or afraid
they plant seeds, they smile, they
speak to one another. The word
coining into its own: touch of love
on the brain, the ear.

We return with the sea, the tides 
we return as often as leaves, as numerous 
as grass, gentle, insistent, we remember 
the way,
our babes toddlu barefoot thru the cities 

of the universe.

Dione Di Prima
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THE AMERICAN' INDIAN--THIUKER, PHILOSOPHER

The American Initian had a sense of blending and belonging with Nature. He 
regarded himself as a "brother to the other animals around him. He felt a part of 
Nature and therefore "didn't ;try to conquer it.

He felt a sense- of sharing of the land around him.
He felt that one had to live on an Earth level before reaching out to the 

spirit or Sky Land. First one must be able to walk on his hind legs with pride 
as a hunon being and look his brothers iu the eye.

To him, sex was a perfectly natural thing. He uia io ana his little brothers 
did it. It meant reproduction of new life. What happened between a man and a 
woman was their business .and nobody els«s. There were no dirty pictures on out 
house walls. IJo frustration because someone told them that Sex was bad.

When the early missionaries arrived, the Indian women in some California tribes 
and Islander women had aoked breasts, and this was sinful to them. But the sin 
was in their own heads. To these tribes this was a natural thing.

The Blessing of the Earth is the rebirth of Life when the Sun has reached its 
fullest south point. One can tell by the Sun-watcher Peaks. Then comes the time 
of the return of the sun. For if the sun did not return, there would be no rebirth 
of life..

It is the Blessing of Father Sun and the Earth Mother that brings, forth new 
life. It is the He and She rains that nourish the ground with life-giving r.oisture. 
The light and heavy rains are called the He and She rains. It is the corn pollena- 
tion by the stalks blending with the help of wind. This is shy in some tribes, 
the couples lived together until the Green Corn Ceremony when their marriages were 
all solemnized at that tine.

The corn is the life.food of many people.
In conclusion, I quote a Kavajo prayer: 

In beauty it is begun. Beauty 
beneath, beauty above, beauty 
all around ne. In beauty it is 
finished.

As our people say -- I have spoken.

Sun Bear 
(taken from Many Smokes magazine)

A GUERRILLA'S WORD

Because my country is beautiful
like a. sword in the air,
and bigger now and even
still niore beautiful,
I speak out and defend it
with my life.
I don't care what traitors
sr^y
we've blocked the wa.y
with thick tears
of steel.

The sky is ours.
Outs our dai.ly bread,
we've sown and harvested
the wheat and the land,
ours
and forever belong
to us
the sen,
the jungles,
and the birds.

Javier Heraud 
Peruvian guerrilla
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This is November 20, the night of the New toon, in Sagittarius. Tomorrow the Sun
goes into Sagittarius. Sagittarius--the Centaur, half man, half horse--an archer,
shooting his arrow high in the sky. Sagittarius--the Sage, ruled by Jupiter,
gods of the gods, god of prosperity.
In September Uranus entered Libra for the first time in erghty-four years. Uranus--
the planet ruling the revolution, change; Libra, the sign of harmony, balance, justice.
On November 13, Uranus eonjucted with Mars, that means they cane within 6 degrees
of each other--their energies combined--Uranus: revolution - change; Mars: war,
passion, energy--whew. This doesn't happen very often--every other time this com-
beination portended wars, huge wars of course. "There's a shit storm a comin'."
(Eldridge Cleaver)
On December 11 Uranus will conjunct with Jupiter in Libra. Uranus, bringing revolution
also brings self-expression, originality, inspiration, and will. Jupiter is the
ruler of the higher mind, enthusiasm, exparisiveness, experience, it brings increase
on all levels. Watch the Revolution, watch all wars, listen to your muses, do what
you know is right--and don't be afraid of change.
Mercury is in Scorpio now. Mercury, the messeinger of the gods, rules communication,
the lower mind of facts. Scorpio brings regeneration, intense feelings, desire--
a lot of people have been readily coaaaunicatiag their desire for regene ration lately--
a lot of people are trying a lot harder than usual to conaamiiGatc- On the 2?th
Mercury goes into Sagittarius--the Sage, the archer, half man, half horse, the higher
mind, wisdom--people communicating these things, in this way-.-perhaps as an extension
of communicating their desires, their desire for regeneration.
Jupiter is the ruler of Sagittarius--it entered Libra November 15 and will stay
there at least the rest of this year. Jupiter, the planet of the higher mind,
wisdom, prosper!ty--Libra harmony, balance, justice a holy combination.
These are times of big changes and violence--these are also times for learning
and putting things into perspective--don't be afraid of what happens, it is all 1
in preparation for even more, and we are all a part of it all.
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500 Mexican students have been killed in the recent revolt in that country. 500 of 
our Brothers & Sisters'. 500 people our age, they were killed by the pigs, by the 
government, by GOVERNMENT, this government, that government, it makes no difference, 
they're all the same government. AND THEY KILLED 500 of OUR BROTHERS & SISTERS'. 
Are we next? It's happening now.

11 of our borthers & sisters were arrested in Detroit on conspiracy charges, 30 of 
our brothers & sisters have been arrested in Berkeley on conspiracy charges 1 
Conspiracy means that you don't actually have to do anything, all you have to do 
is ralk about it, THINK ABOUT IT, if you think or talk about it you're guilty of 
conspiracy, that's right, that's right'. So don't commit any thought crimes, big 
brother is watching. Don't conspire DO IT I
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	WHITE PANTHERS-WE'RE DOING GOOD WORK AND WE CAN'T COME DOWN
1. Full endorsement & support of Black Pazither Party's 10-Point Program.
2. Total assault on the culture by any means necessary.
3. Free exchange of energy & materials.
U. Free food, clothes, housing, dope, music, bodies-,, medical care.
5- Free access to information media.
6. Free time & space for all humans.
7- Free all schools and structures from corporate rule.

8. Free all prisoners everywhere.
9. Free all soldiers at once.

10. Free the people from their "leaders"--ALL POWER TO ALL THE PEOPLE 1.

Our program is cultural revolution through a total assault on the culture, 
which makes use of every tool, every energy and every media we can get our collective 
hands on. We take our program with us everywhere we go and use any means necessary 
to expose people to it.

John Sinclair, Minister of Information

We take as our heros, those that we have oeen told to hate and to fear; 
Eldridge Cleaver, Rap Brown, Fiuel. The Red Guard are our Brothers, the Black 
Panthers are our Brothers, we join with them in the liberation of the planet.

Pun Plnjaondon, Minister of Defense


